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US equity markets set to rebound from Friday’s
losses
Charles Castillo, Senior Portfolio Manager. Beta Capital Wealth Management

The US equity market dropped on Friday as the collapse of Turkey’s currency caused a wave of
selling. Early this morning the Indian rupee reached a new record low against the dollar which is
adding to fears that the situation in Turkey is going to contaminate the other emerging markets.
Truth be told, over the last month the market had run up to just a hair below its historic high and
was probably due for a bit of selling. Today the futures are indicating a slightly higher open for
the market as US equities may be benefiting from an exodus in emerging markets.
Elon Musk and Tesla (TSLA) remains in the headlines. Mr. Musk, possibly feeling the pressure
of a potential SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) investigation, disclosed his reasoning
as to why he tweeted out that he the “funding secured” to take Tesla private. Apparently, Mr.
Musk had a recent conversation with the Saudi Arabian sovereign wealth fund and Musk left that
meeting “with no question that a deal…could be closed.” It remains to be seen if that will be
enough to shield Musk from any legal complications.
In political news, President Trump seems to be forging a good relationship with Mexico’s
President-elect Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (see tweet below). Trump is signaling that a
bilateral trade deal with Mexico could be coming soon while the Canadians are left out in the cold.
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Andorran investors: this document has been prepared by Crèdit Andorrà Financial Group, and it is distributed by either Crèdit
Andorrà, SA or Credi-Invest, SA, both entities authorised, regulated and supervised by the Institut Nacional Andorrà de Finances
(INAF).
Spanish investors: this document has been prepared by Crèdit Andorrà Financial Group and it is distributed by Banco Alcalá,
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regulated and supervised by the US Securities and Exchange Commission (S.E.C.).
Luxembourg investors: this document has been prepared by Crèdit Andorrà Financial Group and it is distributed by Banque de
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(CSSF).
Swiss investors: this document has been prepared by Crèdit Andorrà Financial Group and it is distributed by Private Investment
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mentioned at any time before it is distributed do not apply.
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Panama investors: this document has been prepared by Crèdit Andorrà Financial Group and it is distributed by either Banco
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